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Featured articles and news

Project 13 programme

There is a need for organisational collaboration and less
dependence on traditional contracting to deliver infrastructure.

Lessons from automotive
5 things construction can
learn from Tata Steel's
distribution centre.

Environmental Impact
Assessment
A quick introduction to EIA's
- when they are needed and
what they should include.

Carillion inquiry
Ex-directors concede they
should have done more to
flag up problems.

Natural Stone Awards
Enter the biennial awards
celebrating the best and
brightest natural stone
construction projects.

Sustainable materials
They are good for the
planet, can save
the client money and help
preserve our heritage.

Saving the city

RSHP's exhibition of housing design solutions opens in the
Bristol Architecture Centre.

 

Around the web

London Assembly, 7 Feb
The London mayor
publishes an estate
redevelopment guide to
protect social housing.

BIMplus, 7 Feb
Can artificial intelligence
help avoid another
Carillion?

IHBC, 6 Feb
The City of Bath plans a
tourist levy to support
heritage, arts and culture.

Construction Dive, 6 Feb
The Texas capital votes to
ban contractors who work
on Trump's wall.

CECA, 6 Feb
CECA publishes free
construction waste
guidance.

Novara Media, 6 Feb
How Greater Manchester
became the capital of
housing action in the UK.

Construction Manager, 5
Feb
Construction will increase
by just 0.2% in 2018.

3.5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.
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